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1. INTRODUCTION
Hi again !
Hello Again! We want to accompany you in this industry while Blockchain technology is
growing incredibly. We believe that together we will achieve excellent achievements.
The purpose of this article is to present the WIDER COIN ecosystem, the financial blockchain
system and the wider coin to potential investors and coin owners who will be used in the
accompanying trades. Potential users and investors can use the information they learned here
to determine whether they are interested in conducting a detailed analysis here before
investing capital to finance the growth of wider coin or to receive WDR coins.
In the increasingly globalized world, new technologies are emerging every day. One of the
benefits of these technologies, which have changed society and the way of life, is
digitalization. This article is designed to provide a more effective use by explaining the
vision, roadmap, benefits to customers and businesses of WIDER, which provides an
environment where wdr coins can be used on many commercial platforms within the wider
ecosystem. We declare that the sources of the data used in this document are specified.
This Introduction article is an introduction guide in English. WDR Coin includes the
promotion of a wider ecosystem and tradesman's compound. For those who do not speak
English, it can be translated into other languages if it is to be used during communication.
However, for the purpose of providing information on the wider coin, the accuracy of this
translation cannot be made official or guaranteed. In case of conflict or conflict, this English
document will be considered correct. WDR Coin is designed as a coin and should not be sold
or used in any country where the use of this coin may be prohibited for sale and use.
2. ABOUT WIDER
In conjunction with our solution partners within the global ecosystem of Wider coin, we offer
our potential investors, traders a strategy consisting of multiple platforms to provide more
revenue, tremendous benefits, and dedicated application opportunities. With this strategy, we
will offer our traders more sales, more customers, more advertising opportunities. We will
offer our potential investors and users more space to use WDR coins within the Wider
ecosystem. WIDER is a lucrative project for everyone. It is designed as a solution that you
can both earn and earn while responding to different needs and different types of
communities. With the Wider Coin ecosystem platform, it will provide innovative transfer,
payment and investment services using blockchain technology. In the Wider ecosystem, users
will be able to trade through exchanges. In addition, they will be able to use Wider coins by
shopping with the e-commerce platform and customer loyalty program (SME shopping
integration). If we had exchange offices that provide real services and you could make coin
purchases and sales from these offices, it would be great, isn’t it? With the integration of
Debit card and other payment systems, we will be in front of you with an ecosystem where
you can pay for your daily purchases with our contracted SMEs, Wider Coin and other coins.
E-commerce sites will push our wider ecosystem dream world a little bit with the integration
service we will provide to mobile applications. All of these platforms will be opened to your
service, and we are proud to provide these services to you. With the vision and mission of
Wider, our goal will always be to provide more opportunities for our innovative and valuable
wider business partners.

3. Wider Ecosystem, Vision and Mission
There are many financial problems that we face in our everyday lives; High taxes, different
legal procedures and, most importantly, your financial freedom? Wider Coin offers the
freedom to trade in a perfect ecosystem cycle from anywhere on the mobile phone and the
internet, with the advantages that people can trade their entire accumulated investment for 24
hours anywhere in the world. An electronic payment system that is independent of all
countries, but respects the laws of the world. People will make money and be happy to earn it
while they earn it. They will continue to earn with the technology of wider of wider while
making money in their wallets. Payment options (wider ecosystem) will be integrated,
enabling them to shop securely across multiple e-commerce sites and mobile apps. In all this
wider ecosystem, 2% of the company's net profit will be devoted to social responsibility
projects, and we will be happy to reach people in need together.
Wider Coin aims to be a platform that people can easily use from all parts of the world. With
the Wider options, it aims to earn people's investments without losing their value from
inflation or under the negative influence of different conditions and increase their earnings
every day.
We aim to increase solution partners around the world and ensure that people in the Wider
coin ecosystem can safely evaluate their earnings and make purchases within the ecosystem.
As Wider our goals is to create a wallet that allows each user to shop with cryptocurrencies
for their daily needs and become the largest online platform powered by artificial intelligence.
4. Wider Website and Mobile Apps
The Wider Coin website offers its users a transparent and detailed use. Our users ' website has
an eye-catching structure with its ergonomic design, user-friendly features and visual
richness. With high-level security measures where privacy is at the forefront and personal
data is protected at the highest level, it allows you to easily perform your transactions every
minute at any time.
With Wider mobile, our people can have fun, earn, and offer a fun and profitable structure
prepared for you. Wider mobile applications will continue to develop itself and develop
moment by moment as a platform with rich content that includes many commercial activities
where security is at the forefront.
We always update our website and mobile apps with a professional team that integrates itself
with new technologies.
5. Digital Currency System and Blockchain Technology
Although Blokchain technology appeared in 2009, it was heard in the financial world and
began to be investigated in 2014. Blockchain is basically the creation of a database in which
all copies of a transaction or any process intended for data verification are maintained by all
participants. Bitcoin, as a distributed and digital currency that does not need central authority,
has been one of the popular issues in the financial world in recent years. In the first period,
interest in the Financial features of Bitcoin began to shift over time towards the blockchain
technology that gave life to Bitcoin. The concept of blockchain, which is expected to create
great innovations and transformations in many areas, especially in the financial world,
emerged with the Bitcoin article published on October 31, 2008 (Nakamoto, 2008). Satoshi
Nakamoto, who appears as the author of the article, developed the first Bitcoin software in
2009, enabling the establishment of the Bitcoin system. By mid-2010, Nakamoto had

supported the development of the Bitcoin ecosystem, and then withdrew his support from the
project and disappeared (Wikipedia, 2018A). It is lost because Satoshi Nakamoto was not a
real name, and as of 2018, Who and who are behind this idea, which creates a value of $ 150
billion, has long been and continues to be the subject of curiosity(Wikipedia, 2018a)
(Blockchain Luxembourg S.A., 2018). This mysterious story of Bitcoin has been published
repeatedly in many famous news magazines; such as the New York Times, The Economist,
and Wired. Also various estimates have been made as to who behind of Bitcoin. The most
important claim in this regard at the date it was written of this article that; Satoshi Nakamoto
have The Bachelor's and doctoral degrees in Informatics and his really name right Steven
Craig is a former scholar (Wikipedia, 2018b).

6. WIDER Roadmap

7. WIDER Coin e-commerce and M-Commerce Market
In this vibrant environment, where customers are too eager to change brands or stores,
traditional approaches and processes are no longer sufficient for success.
In this vibrant environment, where customers are too eager to change brands or stores,
traditional approaches and processes are no longer sufficient for success. Nothing beats
consistent customer focus and high application speed. The trend of shopping on the Go is
spreading like wildfire. Because this type of e-commerce is suitable for both consumers and
retailers. We have consumers who can complete a purchase with just a few taps on their
mobile devices, and this has become part of our daily lives.
Thanks to the digital revolution, the coverage gap is shrinking and 90% of the world's
population can connect to the internet using a 3G or higher network (4.5 G and 5G). With an
increasing number of mobile users and services such as Google Pay and Apple Pay, digital
shoppers have widely embraced mobile commerce.
While technology is making such rapid progress, we offer our secure shopping service with
the wider coin ecosystem in e - commerce and M-Commerce to all our investors and users,

tradesmen involved in the eco-system. Day shopping habits; from food to clothing,vehicle
fuel, home needs and personal needs can be completed in seconds in the wider ecosystem.
8. Wider Digital Advertising and Wider Coin: mobile advertising
8.1. Digital Advertising
Because we are in the digital age, digital advertising is also very prominent in the advertising
sector. Today's technology combines advertising and marketing. Companies are focused on
showing more interest in digital advertising and promoting their products and brands through
social media. While all these developments are taking place in the wider ecosystem, we will
aim to provide our traders with more customers and sales volume, while on the other hand, we
will offer the opportunity to publish our traders ' digital ads globally. The Wider ecosystem
will include mobile application and Wider Mobile Api, Wider e-commerce and Wider ecommerce Api services.
The data given in an 18 – country study conducted by IAB called ‘Always On-a Global
Perspective of Mobile Consumer Experience’ is as follows: almost 63% of smartphone users
use their phones every half hour, while 22% use them every 5 minutes. Many of the
respondents in the survey have access to the internet at least once a day via mobile internet
88%) or mobile application (84%) (https://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/2017IAB-Global-Mobile-Experience-Study.pdf).
Across Europe, the average interaction with ads seen on mobile devices has increased by
46%, the loading rate of mobile internet ads in the world has increased by 21% on average
and mobile applications by 20%. It is seen that the average number of consumers facing
mobile ads in the world has increased by 50% on the mobile internet and 51% on mobile
applications.
These studies are carefully examined finally integrated with the wider ecosystem and mobile
advertising, will serve you by our expert staff.
8.2. Wider Ecosystem








Wider Mobil App
Wider Mobil Wallet App
Wider e-commerce Api and Mobile App Api
Wider SME Integrations
Wider Exchange Office
Wider Stock Exchange
Wider Global Solution Partners and Solution Partner Ecosystems

9. Problems and Solutions
Wider ecosystem, we offer our potential investors and wider coin users expert payment
systems within the wider ecosystem that facilitates life where security is at the highest level
and personal data is protected. With the Wider ecosystem, it provides the opportunity to store
your savings in a secure, virtual, anonymous manner, while providing daily Wider Coin
income with the "Wider of Wider" technology. While you can convert to cash from stock

exchanges at any time of the day, you can also convert to cash from our wider exchange
offices. In addition, we offer an ecosystem where you can shop with your Wider Coins 24/7.
For our merchants, we will provide more cash flow and customer potential, while at the same
time gainful structures within the ecosystem, providing many advantages in the digital
industry and in digital advertising.
10. 'Wider of Wider' Technology and Wider Coin
Unlike many crypto currencies, the Wider Coin platform works with the "Wider of Wider"
technology by keeping a certain amount of crypto assets in the wallet, as in Proof of Stake
mining (PoS). If you meet the conditions, "Wider of Wider" offers you a profitable structure
with its structure that continues to earn . There are requirements such as meeting the specified
conditions and keeping a limited number of crypto assets in the wallet. With a personal highlevel security algorithm, your wider coins locked in your wallet with a certain amount of
money, offer "Wider of Wider" technology owners the opportunity to earn passive income
and provide instant passive income service to potential investors 24/7. We would like you to
know that you will get a much larger share of the "Wider of Wider" block award thanks to
more investments. By varying from network to network, those running "Wider of Wider"
generally have the chance to win one or more awards per day.
By running Wider Coins with the "Wider of Wider" technology, it gives you passive income
24/7.
11. WİDER Coin Airdrop and Wider Of Wider
Airdrop, which means air aid, is the process of distributing new money that will enter the
digital money market at no cost.
Wider Coin aims to introduce more people with Airdrop for free and provide benefits within
the Wider Coin ecosystem. Wider Coin owners who meet the airdrop for free will be able to
spend the free airdrops they have earned in the wider ecosystem. In addition, they can add
value to wider air drops as a result of fulfilling the wider-air requirements with "Wider of
Wider" technology. It is sufficient to have an account on "Wider of Wider" in order to use
your airdrops within the exchanges and wider ecosystem. We have prepared a simpler and
easier strategy for airdrop owners to evaluate their wider coins.
12. Wider platforms
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Wider e-commerce Api and Mobile App Api
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Thank you for reviewing the Wider Coin ecosystem!

